EDITOR’S NOTE
LET HIM WHO IS NOT A CAMEL
AMONG YOU

T

hough the pages of the daily newspaper are rarely a wellspring of
wisdom, questioning what is taken for granted in the newspapers
is sometimes a gateway to insight. In the aftershock of the Madoff
scandal, a prestigious newspaper investigated its impact on the Orthodox
community of which he was not a member, though he graciously chose it
as a special target of his scheme. One strand of self-examination prominent in the ensuing article accused the Orthodox community of worshiping people with big bucks. Another pointed the finger of guilt at
Orthodoxy’s failure to sufficiently elevate the status of academia. The
reader is assured that the Madoff affair will “force a whole reassessment.”
The promise of reassessment should have been music to all who oppose the worship of big bucks, especially those who strenuously encourage their students to devote their lives to education and the Rabbinate.
By the logic of the article, the Madoff affair should not have prompted
reassessment on our part. Rather it should have provided a moment of
triumphant self-vindication.
Nonetheless, the logic of the article did force upon me, at least, a
whole reassessment. Alas my thoughts didn’t glide along the track laid
out for me by the journalist and his informants. I doubt their conclusion.
For the Madoff disaster was not the result of a deficiency in highly motivated and idealistic religious educators. The direct cause was an insufficient number of honest money managers. To the extent that too many
teachers and rabbis cause harm through incompetence or lack of integrity,
and assuming that we must have rabbis and educators, that is a strong
reason for those able to do better to enter these professions, and a strong
reason for the rest of us to encourage them. If the performance and ethical standards of physicians were unsatisfactory, and we cannot do without
the care of doctors, there would be a similar urgent need to supply medicine with the best and the brightest.
If the only problem with big bucks is that some people lust unwholesomely for them, we can foreswear to have anything to do with big time
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moneymaking and moneymakers. As individuals we may perhaps opt for
a life of “frugal comfort” as the most conducive to religious fidelity, ethical integrity and spiritual growth. Such reassessment of our standard of
living and the balance between personal and family economic needs, and
our spiritual goals and the material needs of others is long overdue. But
that is for the individual. Institutions nowadays require money. If there is
a way to dispense with money, I’d like to know about it. Even Tradition
needs it. Every so often people write to us wondering why this journal
can’t be made available for free; once we acquaint them with our budget
and suggest how they could help defray it, we never hear from them
again.
Thus the most plausible inference from the Madoff scandal would be
that Orthodox Judaism needs more Orthodox money managers, philanthropists and tycoons, not fewer. The only reason not to draw that conclusion is that the goals to which money is a means, namely individuals
and a community dedicated to the service of God, are more valuable and
more urgent.
II
Is it true that the Orthodox community, in particular the younger generation, worships people with big bucks to the point of moral corruption?
Of course the word “worship” is used with a degree of hyperbole: nobody means that portraits of billionaire wheeler-dealers accompany the
sifrei Torah as it proceeds from the Holy Ark, as was done during the cult
of Franklin Roosevelt. Is it even true that a disproportionate percentage
of our brightest students attempt to be like, to live like Madoff-league
money people? Is it true that they dream of walking in their shoes as
young people of my childhood fantasized about running in Mantle or
Koufax’s sneakers?
At the risk of sounding naïve, the picture in the previous paragraph
does not ring true, at least for most of the students I know. To be sure, I
hear that panels involving Wall Street go-getters attract overflow crowds
of young adults, somewhat like the sports heroes or political paladins of
yesteryear, but notoriety is not admiration, and admiration is not esteem,
and certainly not the resolution to emulate. As far as I can tell, roshei yeshiva and other devoted educators get all the respect and esteem they
deserve, both to their face and behind their backs. It is their lives that are
often revered as models for inspiration. No doubt our culture requires a
reassessment of priorities, particularly as regards material possessions and
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the spiritual necessity of dedicated service. It is not clear to me that this
requires or even benefits from a radical elevation in status of rabbis, Torah
educators or college professors. Torah educators and rabbis, by and large,
are happy with their portion, able to live with their material lot and satisfied with the modicum of kavod that comes with their profession.
What is regrettable about our educational enterprise, it seems, is not
that young adults are inspired by the wrong role models, but that inspiration seldom translates into emulation. Young people are positive about
the value of a professional career conformed to the desire for religious
fulfillment and ethical achievement, but all too often they become quietly
resigned to the belief that such careers are for others and not for them.
The reasons for this failure are not all discreditable. Not everyone has
the intellectual and social skills: adolescents can be difficult; so can adults.
Geographical isolation may compound the loneliness characteristic of religious existence in a secular society. Those gifted in other areas may feel
impelled, with mixed feelings, to dedicate their talents to these fields.
Aspiration to aliya often induces young people to pursue careers marketable in Israel. In the university, the decades long climb to accreditation,
approbation and tenure, relentlessly driving underground the religious
and existential motivations that make college teaching a potentially worthwhile activity, deters some of the best minds and spirits from committing themselves to academia. As in any other demanding pursuit, even
those who seem eminently qualified experience a measure of disappointment.
Of course, material conditions also play a role. This is less a matter of
genuine privation than of young people who plan for family life and consider a certain kind of lifestyle compulsory: homes, vacations, state of the
art cars and kitchens as obligatory status symbols. One comes to believe
that it is undignified and humiliating for one’s family, to make do with
less. And so one opts for safe, respectable professions: law, medicine, accountancy and business, not because one idolizes the exciting life of the
high financier and master of the market but, to the contrary, because
these careers promise security. Being rich is thus not an end in itself but
the only way to generate enough income to maintain a respectable baalbatish mode of existence.
To change this situation requires reassessment and revision of our beliefs about social and economic status. In the final analysis, those of us who
are not daunted by the prevalent habits of thought are motivated by love
that overcomes the spirit of petty calculation, and are sustained by an abiding joy that conquers melancholy and discouragement. Their long-term
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happiness has little to do with the distribution of honors in our community and upgrading the latter will not provide a substitute for the former.
III
To be joyful, the Mishna teaches, is to be happy with one’s portion.
Despite well-known frustrations, that portion, for those who are fortunate
enough to be able to devote their lives to propagating Torah and to other
worthwhile vocations, is bounteous indeed. Where else, under ordinary
circumstances, could one have equal opportunities for religious edification, spiritual deepening and intellectual growth while at the same time
performing work of real value to others?
In a world and a community crippled by an absence of passion and lack
of wholehearted love for the life one is leading, the rabbi and educator are
uniquely situated to provide an example of joy in one’s portion. It is therefore sad to eavesdrop on the inner monologue of those identified as religious
professionals and intellectuals and hear a chorus of complaint about the failure of the community to offer them sufficient honor, in their opinions, as if
the lives they lead and the opportunities given them are not reward enough.
When rabbis, educators and college professors ascribe the moral
bankruptcy of our society to the fact that society places a lower value on
us than we set on ourselves, those to whom they direct their reproof are
entitled to suspect that the Orthodox intellectuals are concerned more
with their own dreams and desires for worldly recognition than they are
with addressing the needs of their fellow Jews, that they are confessing
their inner weakness when they should be demonstrating their vitality.
The habitual tendency of the intellectual classes to expend surplus
energy on deprecating successful business people, to blame them disproportionately for our ills, and to display contempt for the making of money,
is a peculiar characteristic of Western secular cultural elites. If we exhibit
the same attitude it is because we have learned from them. That nobody
likes to be dependent on others seems like a good enough explanation for
this. It is a greater puzzle of Western society, and American culture in particular, that the wealthy continue to supply substantial support to intellectuals, artists and cultural institutions that rarely pass up a chance to
denigrate their pecuniary benefactors. One wonders why rich people feed
the mouth that bites them: is it a triumphant scenario of Nietzschean resentiment, with the academic sheep slyly imposing their values on the
guilt-stricken commercial wolves, or is it perhaps the wolves humoring
their Veblenian pet sheep? Neither alternative is appetizing to the authentic
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religious educator, whose goal is neither to wheedle his way into a position
of social superiority over others nor to be an object of their bemused indulgence. Perhaps some of them, exhibiting more breadth of mind than
their cultured antagonists, recognize the value of culture and support it
despite what they perceive as the resentment of its transmitters.
The founder of Christianity taught that it is easier for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. This saying has sowed consternation among his more worldly
exponents, who have tried to rescue it by textual emendation—as if passing
a rope (kamilon in Greek) through the eye of a needle were less impossible
than threading a camel (kamelon), or by identifying the Eye of the Needle
as a narrow place through which the camel can pass only with difficulty.
Judaism proffers no equivalent barrier to the salvation of wealthy individuals. “If you have achieved much in Torah,” says R. Yohanan b.
Zakkai a few years later: “do not be satisfied with yourself; for this is why
you were created.” R. Bahye b. Asher glosses: “If you studied and taught
others and trained many students, do not say . . . how much effort did I
expend (tarahti) on behalf of God who commanded me to study Torah.”
It is instructive that R. Bahye does not merely castigate the self-satisfied
scholar for arrogance or haughtiness, in claiming merit for merely attempting to fulfill his divinely imposed task (as R. Yona interprets), but
singles out as unworthy the feeling that Torah study is a burden—a tirha.
Torah study is what we were created for. Yet it is impossible for us not to
regard it as a privilege, a joy, a fulfillment, and it is wrong to feel or give
the impression that it is a burden that calls for complaint and needs to be
palliated with various communal honors and status symbols.
If the message is that we ought to beware of treating worldly attainments as an adequate alternative for moral and spiritual attainments, then
the haughtiness of the mighty and the wealthy and the smugness of those
who regard themselves as intellectually accomplished are equally judged.
As King James’s scribes might paraphrase: “Let him who is not a camel
among you cast the first stone.”
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